
DataPeps ensures the 
security and traceability 
of data exchanged among
professionals thanks to 
state-of-the-art end-to-end 
data encryption.

DataPeps is a solution to reduce the impact
of an attack by making unusable data
stolen, thus annihilating the effects of data
leak’ type of attacks.

Proposed as a SaaS solution with an
opensource SDK for client side
integration, DataPeps is an easy-to-
integrate solution for your service
wherever data must be secured and
securely shared. Limitless scaling,
DataPeps includes advanced governance
processes and an easy-to-learn dashboard
to manage the encryption workflow and
its traceability. DataPeps disentangles
data stored in your own servers or cloud
infrastructure from cryptographic keys
that are managed by DataPeps. Whether
or not you are tech-savvy, you benefit
from a frictionless user experience.

In recent years, data protection has become a must for all

companies, no matter their size. While big organizations suffering

data breaches are the ones making headlines, a more troubling

reality awaits small and mid-sized companies: 60% of them go out

of business within six months of a cyberattack.

In 2018, GDPR became a reality with mandatory implementation,

yet data privacy still presents a huge issue for many companies

and businesses globally. With social media giants seemingly

selling our data to third parties, hospital staff supposedly reading

patient records without good reason, and the questionable way

in which banks may be using our data to make money, the

chances of our data falling into the wrong hands appears to be

bigger than ever. CXOs have, since long time, recognized that

their problem is not only to prevent attackers from entering their

systems but rather to reduce the impact of such attacks and their

reaction time. Indeed, despite all the protections they can put in

place, they know that properly prepared, an attacker sufficiently

motivated, can enter.

Consequently, data privacy is now more crucial than ever,
through providing individuals and businesses with the correct
education, information and the proper tools to ensure our
data is consistently in safe hands.
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DataPeps Key Technical Advantages

Secure: DataPeps uses tools and techniques that are widely acclaimed by cryptographers and the
Information Security community. In particular, DataPeps relies on the NaCl cryptographic
primitives. Even in the event of a successful attack, the pirated data will not be readable and will
remain unusable by the perpetrator.

No cryptographic knowledge required: No knowledge of cryptography is required to implement
DataPeps within software houses’ apps.

Group Management: DataPeps manages groups of people as well as whom had access to the
resource. This is a key differentiator of DataPeps that enables not only to decide who can access
which data but also to modify this access right in real time.

Versatile: DataPeps can be used in desktop, mobile and IoT environments. Whether you want to
host it on one of the machines in the rack, or you want to go with a cloud solution, there is always
an easy way to do it.

Easy-to-use: DataPeps provides the necessary functionality to make sure your sensitive data is
safe against potential security breaches.

And more :
• Do not worry by scale, we take care!
• No infrastructure to manage: DataPeps is hosted in the cloud and managed by our team
• Built-in user management controls and usage dashboard: DataPeps offers controls for managing
users, groups and usage statistics
• With DataPeps data are always encrypted on the client side
• No special firewall rules required: DataPeps works over standard web ports
• No passwords to distribute: with DataPeps, users manage their own accounts
• WALLIX never see/transit/store customer’ data (even encrypted)

WALLIX DataPeps brings encryption as a strong enabler and differentiator 
to Software Houses. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION: info@wallix.com
Tel.: +33 1 53 42 12 81

DataPeps is unique as it provides
proven security properties
including verified Integrity
and Authentication. DataPeps
provides full control of user
accounts, the ability to create
groups and delegate access, and
a solution to manage keys
without decrypting them.

No infrastructure to manage,
l imit less  sca l ing,  99,99%
resilient, easy-to-use and learn.
Even in the event of a successful
attack on your and/or our
infrastructures, the pirated data
will not be readable and will
remain unusable by the
perpetrator.

DataPeps can be integrated into
all kinds of applications, quickly
and without cryptographic
knowledge. DataPeps technology
is entirely transparent for 
end users.

SECURITY
BY DESIGN

NATIVELY 
RESILIENT

SEAMLESS 
DATA SECURITY
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WWW.WALLIX.COM

https://www.youtube.com/WALLIX
https://twitter.com/wallixcom
https://www.linkedin.com/company/wallix

